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Introduction
Surface potential vs
film thickness

Surface potential of Alq3 thin films
Alq3 thin films, one of the major organic semiconductors for EL devices, exhibit extremely high surface potentials (SPs)
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when the films are prepared by vacuum deposition in the dark. The SP originates from a slight alignment of dipole
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that the SP has a spatial nonuniformity (undulation), which cannot be attributed to thickness differences.
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thin film is reduced by photoexposure ( λ < 500 nm) [1,2]. The Kelvin probe force microscope (KFM) observation revealed
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moments of Alq3 molecules (<cos θ> ～0.01) , and is proportional to the film thickness (approx. 50 V/µm). The SP of Alq3
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Purpose of this study
which figures out the interface characteristics of Alq3 films.
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Experiments

Example of SP undulations

Alq3 film deposition
Vacuum deposition
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Alq 3 thickness / nm

The purpose of this study in to clarify the mechanism of SP undulation through KFM observation with photoexposure,

KFM observation of 100-nm thick Alq3 film

on n-Si(001), 1.5 × 10-3 Pa

Simulation of undulation

with light shielding
Film thickness

up to 300 nm （0.15 – 0.20 nm/s）

KFM measurement
Instrument

Asylum MFP-3D-SA-J

Lift mode

3 nm above the surface

Scan rate

0.8 Hz

Pt-coated cantilever

Ｗ 30 µm ｘ Ｌ 240 µm ｘ ｔ 2.8 µm、2.0 N/m

Mechanical / voltage oscillation

approx. 70 kHz / 0.5-2.0 V

Photoexposure

approx. 220 µW/cm2 (450 – 750 nm)

SP undulation vs Film thickness
SP average/undulation before/after photoexposure

Possible mechanisms of SP undulation formation

Photoexposure change of SP undulation
Photoexposure on 100-nm thick Alq3 film

Line profile change

Pattern changes induced by photoexposure

1. Correlative alignment of Alq3 molecules in the film, with
a lateral scale size of 200 – 400 nm.
2. Nonuniform distribution of deep trap sites, which capture
photoexcited carriers.
3. Nonuniform adsorption of contaminants on the Alq3 film
surfaces.
4. Nonouniform surface oxidation of the Alq3 films.

Conclusion
• The SP undulation has lateral size of 200 – 400 nm, far larger than the lateral size of topographic morphology (20 – 40 nm).
• The SP undulation on Alq3 thin films increases with short photoexposure, while the SP average decreases monotonically.
• The mechanism of SP undulation formation is considered as the nonuniform distribution of deep trap sites, which capture photoexcited carriers.
• The characteristics of SP undulation suggest that uniform interfaces are hard to form with Alq3 films.

